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Unartisanal
ABC No Rio in Exile Online

NEW YORK – ABC No Rio is proud to announce its next exhibition, Unartisanal, a virtual exhibition beginning on May 5 and running through June 6.

Unartisanal features artists working in traditional craft and prioritizes work that foregrounds the integrity of the maker, materials and methods; favoring quality, time, principle and labor over trend, style or aesthetic. Incorporating an array of techniques drawn from many traditions, these works slow down to a different wavelength. The practiced methods, steady hands, repetition, and focus required by craft are augmented by chance, whim and unconscious intent.

The on-line exhibition includes a questionnaire in which the participating artists share their thoughts on their work and its relationship to craft.

Unartisanal was curated by Yasmeen Abdallah and Vandana Jain and includes work by Joy Curtis, Woolpunk®, Defne Tutus, Iviva Olenick, Marcy Chevali, Katherine Earle, Ruth Jeyaveeran and Ana Maria Farina.

https://www.abcnorio.org/unartisanal
https://www.instagram.com/abcnorio

Unartisanal is funded in part by the New York State Council on Arts and the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs.

ABC No Rio in Exile
During the construction of our new facility, ABC No Rio programs and operations are continuing “in exile” at other venues and in collaboration with other organizations. ABC No Rio in Exile provides a renewed and focused orientation towards collaborative work that brings us back to our roots — ABC No Rio was founded as a project of the 1970s artist group Collaborative Projects — and in “exile” ABC No Rio remains a "place" where people share resources and ideas in an atmosphere of camaraderie and mutual support.